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Power Analysis Attacks: Revealing the Secrets of Smart Cards (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2007
Power analysis attacks allow the extraction of secret information from smart cards. Smart cards are used in many applications including banking, mobile communications, pay TV, and electronic signatures. In all these applications, the security of the smart cards is of crucial importance.

Power Analysis Attacks: Revealing the...
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Qmail Quickstarter: Install, Set Up and Run your own Email ServerPackt Publishing, 2007
A fast-paced and easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide that gets you up and running quickly

	Qmail Basics
	Storing and retrieving of emails
	Virtualisation
	Filtering Spam
	Hosting Multiple Domains, Encryption, and Mailing Lists


In Detail

This book...
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Introduction to Game AICourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Today's game players expect increasingly realistic interaction within games. "Introduction to Game AI" teaches readers who are new to game AI the skills they need through hands-on projects based on small, understandable games. While there are many books that take a more advanced approach to this topic, this is one of the only...
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Introduction to Contextual Processing: Theory and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2010

	Contextual computing has been around for several years with a variety of names such as pervasive computation and omnipresent computing. Recently there has been a drive toward making personal digital assistants (PDAs) more aware of their environment. For example, a cell phone may sense that it is in a conference room and reason that it should...
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ADempiere 3.6 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	ADempiere is one of the leading open source ERP products in today's business market. ADempiere offers everything you need to make your business successful. Efficient data management, streamlining business processes, reduction in costs, and minimal complexity.


	Written in a cookbook style, this book offers solutions using a...
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Codin' for the Web: A Designer's Guide to Developing Dynamic Web SitesNew Riders Publishing, 2006

	EVEN THE MOST SKILLED WEB DESIGNERS can find the complexities of creating a full-functioned Web site to be a daunting task. Here to help designers create sites that not only work, but work well and are easy to update and maintain is an easy-to-read guide to Web programming basics from best-selling author Charles Wyke-Smith. Just as architects...
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Beyond Constructivism: Models and Modeling Perspectives on Mathematics Problem Solving, Learning, and TeachingRoutledge, 2003


	This book evolved out of research that began more than 25 years ago, based on a

	National Science Foundation-supported project investigating the question: what

	is needed, beyond having a mathematical idea that enables students to use it in

	everyday problem-solving situations! (Lesh, Landau, & Hamilton, 1983). Large

	portions...
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An Introduction to Statistical Learning: with Applications in R (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	An Introduction to Statistical Learning provides an accessible overview of the field of statistical learning, an essential toolset for making sense of the vast and complex data sets that have emerged in fields ranging from biology to finance to marketing to astrophysics in the past twenty years. This book presents some of the most...
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Ontology MatchingSpringer, 2013

	Ontologies tend to be found everywhere. They are viewed as the silver bullet for many applications, such as database integration, peer-to-peer systems, e-commerce, semantic web services, or social networks. However, in open or evolving systems, such as the semantic web, different parties would, in general, adopt different ontologies. Thus,...
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Pro iOS Geo: Building Apps with Location Based ServicesApress, 2013

	Deepen your app development skills with Pro iOS Geo. This book shows you how to use geolocation-based tools to enhance the iOS apps you develop. Author Giacomo Andreucci describes different ways to integrate geo services, depending on the kind of app you’re looking to develop: a web app, a hybrid app, or a native app. You’ll...
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Pro JavaFX 8: A Definitive Guide to Building Desktop, Mobile, and Embedded Java ClientsApress, 2014

	In Pro JavaFX 8 expert authors show you how to use the JavaFX platform to create rich-client Java applications. You'll discover how you can use this powerful Java-based UI platform, which is capable of handling large-scale data-driven business applications for PC as well as now mobile and embedded devices.


	Covering the...
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KNIME EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Perform accurate data analysis using the power of KNIME


	Overview

	
		Learn the essentials of KNIME, from importing data to data visualization and reporting
	
		Utilize a wide range of data processing solutions
	
		Visualize your final data sets using KNIME’s powerful data...
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